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The biographical turn lives in history 1st edition - international in scope the biographical turn emphasizes that the individual can have a lasting impact on the past and that lives that are now forgotten can be as important for the historical narrative as the biographies of kings and presidents it is a valuable resource for all students of biography history and historical theory, amazon com the biographical turn lives in history - international in scope the biographical turn emphasizes that the individual can have a lasting impact on the past and that lives that are now forgotten can be as important for the historical narrative as the biographies of kings and presidents it is a valuable resource for all students of biography history and historical theory, the biographical turn lives in history taylor - the biographical turn showcases the latest research through which the field of biography is being explored fifteen leading scholars in the field present the biographical perspective as a scholarly research methodology investigating the consequences of this bottom up approach and illuminating its value for different disciplines, pdf introduction the biographical turn lives in history - the biographical turn showcases the latest research through which the field of biography is being explored, the biographical turn lives in history h renders b de - international in scope the biographical turn emphasizes that the individual can have a lasting impact on the past and that lives that are now forgotten can be as important for the historical narrative as the biographies of kings and presidents it is a valuable resource for all students of biography history and historical theory, the biographical turn lives in history book 2017 - the biographical turn biography as critical method in the humanities and in society hans renders binne de haan and jonne harmsma the biographical turn in the humanities biography as corrective nigel hamilton the plurality of the past historical time and the rediscovery of biography sabina loriga the life is never over, the biographical turn lives in history historiografija hr - international in scope the biographical turn emphasizes that the individual can have a lasting impact on the past and that lives that are now forgotten can be as important for the historical narrative as the biographies of kings and presidents it is a valuable resource for all students of biography history and historical theory, the biographical turn and the case for historical - in this way the biographical turn has accompanied the return of the narrative mode yet has been bolstered by the renewed distrust of master narratives i have argued that biography should not be an independent discipline that it does not require theorizing and that it should instead be welcomed as a subfield of history, biography and historiography the biography society - international in scope the biographical turn emphasizes that the individual can have a lasting impact on the past and that lives that are now forgotten can be as important for the historical narrative as the biographies of kings and presidents it is a valuable resource for all students of biography history and historical theory.
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